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HOW TO MAKE A WARRANTY CLAIM

ALL WARRANTY REQUESTS MUST BE IN WRITING TO THE WARRANTY DEPARTMENT, SUBMITTED 

VIA OUR CUSTOMER CARE PORTAL ON LEGACYSOUTH.COM

Click on the “Customer Support” button at the top right corner of legacysouth.com.

If your request is an emergency, please indicate on the submission form and someone from the 

team will be in contact with you as soon as possible.

WHAT IS CONSIDERED AN EMERGENCY
• Total loss of heat during winter months (October-May)

• No working AC in entire home (May-October)

• Plumbing leak that requires water to be shut off from your home

• Roof leak
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LEGACY SOUTH WARRANTY COVERAGE

1 Year 
Legacy South provides a 1 year Limited warranty which covers your home from defects in 
materials and workmanship. You should have received a copy of the Legacy South Warranty. If you 
have not or need another, go to www.legacysouth.com/faq/ and download a copy.

ITEMS NOT COVERED UNDER YOUR LEGACY SOUTH WARRANTY AFTER CLOSING
• Decks & Screened in Porches – Wood is a natural product and may warp or cup.
• Cosmetic Flaws / Scratches on Windows, Bathtubs, Cabinets, Sinks, Countertops and Flooring.
• We ensure your landscaping is installed and alive at closing.  After closing, routine maintenance

is required to ensure your sod and plants thrive.
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11 MONTH WARRANTY VISIT CHECKLIST

AREA CATEGORY INSTRUCTION

• Interior Doors Check all doors for proper function and weather stripping.

• Interior Electrical Discuss GFCI outlets inside home and in garage.

• Interior Plumbing Review shut off valves and winterizing.

• Exterior Windows Discuss caulking / paint maintenance.

• Exterior Door Discuss caulking / paint maintenance.

Legacy South will provide one time repairs, if needed, on the following (painting not included):

• Caulking: Separations or cracks in interior trim 1/8" or larger

• Ceramic Tile: Grout and tile cracks

• Backsplash (If applicable): separation from countertop

• Drywall: nail pops
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INTERIM WARRANTY ITEMS
If you need to initiate non-emergency warranty service between the 30 Day and anniversary visits, 
you are welcome to do so by sending in a warranty request via our Customer Support portal at 
LegacySouth.com. Either click on the “Customer Support” button in the top right corner or at the 
footer of the website.

HELP US TO SERVE YOU
We can provide service faster and more accurately if we have all the necessary information.  With 
any interim warranty request, please include:
• Your name, address and the phone number where you can be reached during business hours.
• A complete description of the problem, for example, “guest bath – cold water line leaks under

sink,” rather than, “plumbing problem.”

• If possible a photograph visually depicting the problem or area of concern.
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WHAT TO EXPECT

Once You Move In…

IN THE FIRST YEAR YOUR HOME WILL GO THROUGH ADJUSTMENTS

Due to seasonal differences in temperature and humidity, you may see a few changes in your 

home.  These items will be addressed under your 11 month cosmetic touchup.

TRIM JOINTS EXPAND & CONTRACT

NAILS POP IN SHEETROCK

CRACKS IN GROUT

THESE ISSUES ARE NOT A RESULT FROM A STRUCTURAL DEFECT!

THINGS YOU MAY SEE WHAT WE’LL DO
AT YOUR 11 MONTH VISIT

Caulk and Trim

Reset Screw, Apply 
Compound, and Sand

Reapply Grout

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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WHAT IF MY EXTERIOR CONCRETE CRACKS?
As concrete cures (dries out) contraction can occur and cracks will 

appear.  Although it is common for concrete to crack, we have taken 

every precaution to properly install your concrete and even have an 

outside inspection to make sure it’s done properly.  Legacy South will 

repair cracks in the slab or garage when the crack is:

Concrete cracks in slab or garage:

A) Greater than 3/16” inch width

B) Greater than 3/16” inch vertical displacement

Concrete cracks in patio or driveway:

A) Greater than 1/4” inch width

B) Greater than 1/4” inch vertical displacement

These standards are in accordance with the Legacy South’s Warranty 

and the National Association of Homebuilders Residential Construction 

Performance Guidelines.

WHAT IF NAIL POPS APPEAR IN THE SHEETROCK WALLS OR CEILINGS?
Nail pops are a natural occurrence in sheetrock, usually due to reduced 

humidity in your home which causes the wood to shrink slightly.  These 

could happen at any point after the construction of your home is com-

plete.  If this occurs, Legacy South will repair the spot at your 11 month 

anniversary visit.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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WHAT IF I HAVE AREAS IN MY YARD WHERE THE SOD IS THIN OR DYING OUT?
There may be areas in your yard that receive a limited amount of sunlight 

during certain times of the year.  These areas may not receive enough 

sunlight to support sod growth, causing the sod to grow thin or die.  

Areas adjacent to fences can also receive a limited amount of sunlight.  

These shaded areas are considered homeowner maintenance and are 

unwarrantable issues.  Underwatering as well as over watering may affect 

the growth of your sod, as well as your landscaping.

WHAT IF GAPS OR HOLLOW SPOTS APPEAR IN HARDWOOD FLOORING?
Hardwood flooring may slightly contract and expand.  We will correct 

cracks in excess of 1/8” in width.  Occasionally you may hear “hollow spots.”  

This too is a normal occurrence for any wood product.  If the hardwood 

planks move when standing upon them, this issue will also be corrected by 

using methods approved by manufacturers.  Always use BONA Wood Floor 

Cleaner to clean hardwood floors.  Using water to clean hardwood floors 

can void your flooring warranty.

WHAT IF I SEE STANDING WATER IN MY YARD DURING A RAINSTORM?
Water in your yard may come from various points – effluent from 

downspouts, water draining from your yard, or water draining from an 

adjacent yard.  To prevent standing water or flooding, engineers have 

developed the swales that you see on some home sites.  Your yard is 

graded so that any surface water should drain away from your house and 

drain completely off within 48 hours of the end of a rain event.  Depending 

on the amount of rainfall, they may run deep and wide until the water has 

completely been drained off your property.  This means that the swales 

are operating properly, accomplishing their intended purpose.  Drainage 

swales and shaded areas may not completely dry up, but there should be 

no standing/pooling water after this time period of 48 hours.  Drainage 

swales should always be kept free and clear to ensure proper drainage of 

surface water.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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WHAT IF A TILE CRACKS IN MY HOME?
Sometimes tiles will crack.  A cracked tile does not indicate a structural 

problem; it is simply an occurrence that may happen.  Legacy South will 

repair cracks in tile or grout one time during the one year basic warranty 

period.  Because there is some fading with time, sometimes the color 

of grout and tile may differ slightly.  We will try our best to match the 

original colors, but most likely there will be some color variation.  Many 

homeowners decide not to have the original grout or tile repaired because 

of this possibility.

WHAT IF MY BASEMENT BECOMES HUMID?
Basements without conditioned air will often have higher levels of humidity.  

The heating and air conditioning in your home are designed to remove 

humidity, and in an unfurnished basement there is no conditioned air.  

The solution is to place a dehumidifier in the basement as needed.  Legacy 

South does not warrant against humidity in basements.

WHY CAN YOU SEE SEAMS IN MY SHEETROCK?
When finishing sheetrock, we are dealing with several textures, sheet 

rock, tape and the finish.  Unfortunately, depending on lighting, seams 

may be more visible. All sheetrock seams will be of equal quality to our 

model standards.  Imperfections in sheetrock seams that are visible from 

a distance of 6’-0 or greater during normal lighting conditions will be 

repaired.  Imperfections that are visible only at certain times of the day (or 

in specific lighting conditions), are deemed to be acceptable.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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WON’T START
The ON/OFF switch for the garbage disposal is located on a wall mounted switch. (This switch is 

sometimes located under the sink.) If the wall switch does not activate the disposal, check the main 

electrical panel to ensure the breaker has not been turned off.

If the breaker switch and wall switch do not activate the disposal, press the red reset button 

located on the bottom of the disposal unit.

SEE IMAGE A SEE IMAGE B

ON/OFF Switch Reset Button

THE DISPOSAL
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THE WATER MANIFOLD

LOCATION & OPEN/CLOSE VALVES
The main water manifold is usually located in the wall in the garage and 

has the control valves to shut off water flow to the entire house.  It is 

recommended to winterize your hose bibs during freezing temperatures. 

(In case of an emergency or for conducting any plumbing repairs.)

The valves are in the OPEN position with the valve lever is in line with the 

water lines.  OFF position is indicated by valve lever being 90 degrees to the 

water line.

TOILET & SINK SHUTOFF VALVES
Each toilet has a shutoff on the water supply line located under the tank.  

The small valve can be rotated 90-degrees to stop the water flow to the 

tank.  Hot and cold water shut offs for each sink are on the water lines 

under the sink.

Hot/cold shutoff valves
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THE WATER HEATER

NO HOT WATER
Before submitting a request, check to verify that the:

1. Pilot is lit (easy to follow directions are attached to the side of the water

heater).

2. Temperature setting is not on VACATION MODE or too low.

3. On Gas Units – Make sure gas shut off valve is not in OPEN position.

4. On Electric Units – Check the  main electrical panel box to ensure

breakers for water heater are not tripped.
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THE GFCI | Ground Fault Interrupter Circuit

WHAT THEY DO & HOW TO DETECT/RESET TRIPPED CIRCUITS
GFCI receptacles have a built in element that senses power fluctuations.  The element is to be 

installed in bathrooms, kitchen, outside and in the garage. More specifically, they are installed 

where an individual can come in contact with water while holding an electrical tool or appliance.

If a hairdryer or other electrical device will not operate when plugged into an outlet, the cause may 

be that the GFCI has been tripped.

Inspect all GFCI plugs located in bathrooms, kitchen and garage.  If a red LED light is present, push 

the reset button (top button).  This should restore power to plug outlet and allow the device to 

operate.

Red LED light and RESET.
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NO HEAT
Before calling service, check to verify that the:

1. Thermostat is set to “HEAT” and the temperature is set above the 

shown actual room temperature on the display.

2. Circuit breaker on the main electrical panel is ON.

3. Switch on the side of the furnace or located on wall stud is ON. (Applies 

to gas only units)

NO AIR CONDITIONING
Before calling service, check to verify that the:

1. Thermostat is set to “COOL” and temperature is set below the shown 

actual room temperature on the display.

2. Air conditioner and furnace breakers on the main electrical panel 

are ON.  (If a breaker is tripped you must turn it on from the tripped 

position to the off position before you can turn it back on.)

SMART THERMOSTAT
If a smart / Nest thermostat is added then our HVAC company should 

install so it does not void warranty.

THE HVAC UNIT
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NOT WORKING
1. Locate the GFCI outlet in the garage on wall.

2. If red light is visible, push the reset button and the red light should go out.

3. Garage door should work.

STILL NOT WORKING: SENSOR ALIGNMENT
Your garage door is equipped with two sensors at the bottom right and left hand 

corners for safety; these sensors detect objects while the garage door is in 

motion.  Once an object has crossed the sensor beam while door is in motion the 

garage door will go back up to keep from closing on object.

The sensors have 2 LED light, one orange and one green, that should always be 

illuminated.  If one or more LED lights are not illuminated the garage door will not 

function.

Move the sensors up or down until they are level with each other.  You will know 

they are level by the sensor LED’s illuminating with a steady bright appearance 

when alignment has been achieved.

THE GARAGE DOOR

FAILS TO WORK WITH TRANSMITTER
Change the batteries in transmitter and refer to the garage door manual for instructions.

EMERGENCY PULL CORD RELEASE
Your Garage door is equipped with an emergency pull cord in case of power 

outages.  This allows you to operate the garage door manually.  This pull cord 

is red in color and has a handle.  The pull cord is located on the top rail system 

hanging down.

To operate the pull cord release: Grab the emergency pull cord and simply pull 

down.  This will release the lock mechanism.

After power is restored simply use the wall control button or your transmitter 

and the garage door will automatically latch itself to the proper position.

Emergency Pull Cord

Sensor Light Location
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CHECK EXTERIOR CAULKING

MANDATORY MAINTENANCE
All windows caulk joints on the exterior of the house should be examined once a year to ensure that 

there are no caulk breaks/gaps from the windows to the brick.  A good caulk joint is necessary to 

provide a tight water and air seal to prevent water leaks on the inside of the house and to maximize 

heat and AC efficiency.

Check caulk joint between window and bricks around the entire periphery of window.  There 

should be no gaps.

Weep holes should never be covered or filled to allow for proper drainage.

THE WINDOWS
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ARC FAULT CIRCUIT BREAKERS

ARC fault circuit breakers are located in your breaker box.  These breakers are safety breakers 

allocated to certain areas in your home per city building codes.  ARC fault breakers are designed 

to be more sensitive to power surges and power overloads.  If an ARC fault breaker trips, simply 

reset it by pushing the test button and then push the breaker lever inward to match the existing 

breakers.

THE BREAKER BOX

Breaker Switches
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LAWN AND LANDSCAPING
This is a new guide for your new lawn and landscaping.  A proper turf and shrub program is needed 

for your yard to thrive.  Your lawn and shrub beds will take several weeks to root in and the soil to firm 

up.  People, children and pets must be kept off the newly sodded lawn until it firms up.  Water should be 

applied to keep the sod and plants from drying out.

Cutting: After the first three weeks you can cut your lawn, but only on the highest setting.  Be careful 

making turns to avoid tearing the tender, young grass blades.  While new grass can withstand some 

foot traffic, continue to limit it as best you can.  Leaves block sunlight and can impede grass growth, so 

remove leaves and other debris as often as possible.

Watering: After the first cut, water once a day in the early morning.  As the weather noticeably cools 

in the fall, water every other morning until the first winter frost.  In the spring, resume watering 

every other morning, increasing to once a day as the weather warms.  Watering in the early morning, 

especially in hot summer temperatures, allows the water to soak into the ground before it evaporates.

Annually: Because of its non-invasive nature and relative low maintenance, fescue is a popular choice 

of grass for lawns all across the country.  However, after a long and hot summer, your fescue lawn can 

begin to look worn down and sparse.  Luckily, the warm days and cool nights of the fall provide us with 

perfect weather conditions to rejuvenate our fescue lawns.  Fescue requires annual reseeding since it 

doesn’t regerminate on its own.

AERATION
We also recommend an aeration program to be done in spring and fall.  This breaks up the compaction 

of the soil caused by the building process and temperatures over 75 degrees.  By aerating the soil 

and then fertilizing with a turf builder, you will have a green and established lawn much faster than 

not aerating.  Aeration allows water to drain better and allows oxygen to the root structure of the turf 

allowing it to be thicker and healthier.  This will also save you money by not having to water as often.  

When the ground is compacted two-thirds (2/3) of the water you apply just ends up in your neighbor’s 

yard or in the street.  However when it is broken up the water goes in the ground and not just over the 

top of it.  This will also help your lawn drain better and not retain moisture causing soggy soil and algae.

LANDSCAPING 101
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GUTTER DOWNSPOUTS
Gutter downspouts are tied in and directed according to requirements dictated during the permitting 

process.  Your home has been equipped with roof water retention mechanisms that are dictated by 

the municipality that you reside in.  If there were no requirements, the downspouts will be directed 

away from the foundation with the use of a splashblock.  

SHRUB BEDS
Shrub and flower beds add beauty to your home by helping to blend the vertical lines of the structure 

with the horizontal lines of the ground.  Plantings should be designed to help create this blending 

effect without distracting from the natural beauty of the structure.  Your shrub and flower beds need 

fertilizing 2 times a year and may also need a pest management program.  Insects, diseases and fungi 

can invade your plants and will need proper care to maintaining their health and beauty.

LANDSCAPING 101
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TRACER WIRE
The yellow tracer wire needs to remain in place.  This wire is used by the gas company to locate 

underground pipes.

THE GAS METER
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WHAT TO USE WHAT NOT TO USE

HARDWOOD/LAMINATE FLOORING BONA Wood Floor Cleaner Ammonia cleaners, oil soaps, wet mop, vinegar and 
water

TILE FLOORING AND SHOWER Mr. Clean *dilute in water before use
www.mrclean.com

Steel wool (S.O.S. patch), scouring powders (Ajax), 
or other abrasives that can scratch the finish, oil or 
ammonia based cleaners

TILE GROUT Mr. Clean *dilute in water before use
www.mrclean.com

Steel wool (S.O.S. patch), scouring powders (Ajax), 
or other abrasives that can scratch the finish, oil or 
ammonia based cleaners

CARPET Spot Shot Nothing but specific cleaners for carpets.  Do not use 
carpet powders.

GRANITE Pledge Specialty Surfaces Furniture Spray Bleach or ammonia based cleaners

QUARTZ Mr. Clean Bleach or ammonia based cleaners

STAINLESS STEEL APPLIANCES Pledge Specialty Surfaces Furniture Spray Bleach, Steel wool (S.O.S. Pad)

STAINLESS STEEL SINK Bar Keepers Friend Bleach, Steel wool (S.O.S. Pad)

COOK TOP Cerama Bryte
www.ceramabryte.com Abrasive cleaners (Ajax or Comet), steep wool, bleach

GARBAGE DISPOSAL Borax
www.20muleteamlaundry.com Bleach or drain cleaners

MIRRORS Windex – Multi Surface
www.windex.com

Detergents, ammonia based products, scrapers, 
abrasive cleaning solutions or materials

WINDOWS Windex – Multi Surface
www.windex.com

Detergents, ammonia based products, scrapers, 
abrasive cleaning solutions or materials

BATHTUB Clorox Clean-Up
www.clorox.com Abrasive Cleaners (Ajax or Comet)

BATHROOM SINK Bar Keepers Friend
www.barkeepersfriend.com Abrasive Cleaners (Ajax)

TOILET Lysol Power Toilet Bowl Cleaner
www.lysol.com Abrasive Cleaners (Ajax)

CABINETS Bona Cabinet Cleaner
www.mybonahome.com

Ammonia based products, harsh chemicals, abrasive 
cleaning products, steel wool, sponges, dish cloths, 
bleach, silicone based products, wax polishing 
products

BUILT-IN SHELVES Pledge Specialty Surfaces Furniture  Spray
www.pledge.com Anything with strong chemicals

CEILING FAN Swiffer 360 degree Duster
www.swiffer.com Anything with strong chemicals

LIGHT FIXTURES Pledge Multi Surface Everyday Cleaner
www.pledge.com Abrasive cleaners (Ajax)

BRICK Borax and hot water
www.20muleteamlaundry.com Steel Wool

CONCRETE eXIMO Waterless Concrete Cleaner
www.mycaf.com Steel Wool
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